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A PSYCHIATRIST'S OBSERVATIONS IN THE B~L.A~ 
BY 

Maj!ll R. F .. FIDLER, 
Royal Army Medical Corps .. 

IT has proved of considerable interest to me .to meet overseas some of the 
men ffom ~n Infantry Battalion with whom I- gained some experience of the 
Army d~ring a month as attached trainee Psychiatrist,' February, 1943. The 
unit was good enough to provide me with every facility for .observation; the 
following attempt at description is condensed from a personal diary. 
. The Brigade was of a Division with a very good performance in the last war 

and each of the three Battalions had a good reputation to- date in this war, the 
one I was stationed with especially so;· their history dates from expeditions 
two hundred years ago with a tradition accumulated since. During the interval 
between the last two wars, their Territorial strength was high and of good 
quality, well supported in every sense by the- northern industrial city from 
which they were drawn. It was .quite a:' common thing for an .appreciable 
proportion of the stall of the larger factories in that city to serve with their 
employers. Welfare' work was well organized. 

The types of person~lity in this city are about as diverse as elsewhere, but, 
on the other han~, they are well known to be a tough type that had experienced 
the more severe aspects of the 1930 industrial depression .. Prosperity returned 
with preparation for this war mainly owing to local mineral resources. Civic 
pride was good for various reasons, partly from relatively small population. 

At the time ~f my joining the unit, February, 1943, they had just returned 
after two years in Iceland where' they 'had had a. strenuous time on mountain 
training but plenty of leisure which .seemed to have been well us~d; morale 
was considered to have been at its highest out there. Their reactions to home 
difficulties were described as being slight because of being far away but, when 
leave started, troubles arose from men returning with air-raid stories; most of 
them never having l:Jefore experienced that stress; compassionate leave was very 
rare. 

They had returned very fit and were on' ordinary infantry training in Great 
Britain; this was carried- but in a small market town in Herefordshire suffi
ciently rural for easy arrangements for the practice of field craft. Most' of the 
m'en lived in scattered empty premises in fair comfort but slept out one night 
each week with the object <;>f retaining their hardiness; the periodicity of 'this 
arrangement produced a sharp .rise in colds and lowering in morale. They 
messed_ in a large market shed, ill-lit, damp' and draughty; nevertheless there 
were few complaints aboJ.lt the food. The sp.orts pJ.:ogramme was very good for 

. unit and inter-Battalion events, soccer, treasure hunts and so forth; there was 
great excitement over boxing contests, the peculiarities of the contestants being 
even more minutely known than might have been expected; enthusiasm for 
prize distributions was really genuine. Civilian amusements :were very few and 
standardized so that .tqe men fended to use them in an automatic way; they 
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felt less i~terested than when they were in Iceland where'they had to depend 
more on their own resources ... Absenteeism and crimes were very few; the 
prophylactic V.D. centre was efficient but not much used. 

Education facilities showed a tendency to misinterpretation of A.B.C.A. 
sessions, they sounded like routine lectures rather than discussions, asronishing 
ignorance was unasharIl.edly displayed on general ·knowledge matters. Similar 
groping was shown at the Padre's weekly hour but this was more helpful to unit 
morale, mainly, I thln~, because of the strong personality of the leader. 
. So far as personalities affect unit morale, it was of interest to note that they 

had had, for some years, an nc. known to them iri civilian life and very much 
liked, but he had just retired. and his successor was very much younger and 
more energetic in interpreting the training arrangements. The second-in~ 

· command was .an exceptionally strong personality, known to many of the men 
as their civilian employer. The Padre was a young athletic enthusiast and well 
liked. Their M.O. had been one of the city'S local practitioners but he too had 
.just retired and a rapid succession of much younger M.O.s had detracted from 
the 'po~itive influence of that office. A fresh M.O. had just arrived, however, 
who e~ected considerable improvement. The remaining officers were all from 
the same background except the recent arrivals who made. a rapid adjustment 
to local atmosphe):'e. Some senior officers had become psychiatrically minded 
as a result of hearing lectures at a battle school; a personal selection officer was· 
there_<;luring my stay to carry out matrix and other tests o:q the officers. The 
subsequent inquiries on the subject showed the right type of interest but more 
complete psychiatric review had not ~een considered. 

In order to get the hest experience in the time available, I joined in diverse 
activities, e.g. assembling a Bren gun, to understand the degree of intelligence 
required for- the task; range work w,th this weapon proved easier than with 

• I the rifle. The physique and ~enta~ii:y required in the use of the range finder 
was obvious to me and the strain of driving the unaccustomed vehicles, e.g. 
Bren carrier, was felt, of cO}lrse, only over a short period .. There was one week 
of intensive mulepack training in co-dperation with Indian troops which 
helped the men' to retain -something of their earlier mountain training; the 
problem of carrying casualties by this means was obvious. The stretcher 
bearers' training seemed very good and included practice at getting patients 
across a swift river by rope; the necessary combi~ation of dash and care was 

· clear.' . 
The unit showed me how they had to follow an intensive training pro

gramme frequently changed by higher authority. The amount of work in 
· detailed interpretation carried out by the officers impressed me very much 
during a three-day Brigade scheme. They were testing a fresh type of radio 
set with no other means of communication and this proved a considerable tax 
on the patience of all. .. 

The M.l. room held its sick parades at 0700 hours; there were only two 
obvious psychiatric cases during my five weeks' stay. The first was my bat
man who was not slow to learn the object of my visit; he was an obvious 
hysteric type with a headache and consultation 'with the area specialist con-
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188 A Psychiatrist's Observatiolls in. the B.L.A. 

firmed the need for his remaining at duty. Th.e second case was an inefficient 
helper in the cookhouse who proved to be almost mentally defective, but ·not 
quite bad enough for disposal. ' 

It was my good fortune to be posted to North-West Eunpe on D+19; my 
first duties were with a, Blood Transfusion Unit pending the opening. of the 
Field Psychiatric Hospital. I learned from a wounded rifleman of this 
Battalion that they had been in the line for three weeks sinc.e D +4; their 
positions had been difficult but the unit were taking things very weil. 

During early July, I was seconded to a forward Exhaustion Centre and 
met the R.S.M. of this unit whom I remembered to have been an excellent type 
of disciplinarian of ten years' service. He w~s a small' ,:wiry man from the 
unit's city who had become very tired and mildly depressed following long
continued duties with little opportunity for sleep. He had been under con- , 
.siderable fire but had not experienced the effects of any' explosion. He spent 
the usual forty-eight hours resting, without sedation, there and returned to 
duty and, so far as I can gather, he has remained well. . 

The following five cases were the only ones from this unit among the first 
thousand admissions to the Field Psychiatric Hospital after July 8, 1944, until 
October, 1944. 
. 'A private of. 19 years, with tweiye months' service, had a good school and employment 
record, satisfactory psychological development for his age and a family setting average 
for the northern industrial city background. He enjoyed his training, which included 
stretcher bearing. After three weeks in the Line on these duties, he had to bring .in a 
badly wounded company officer who had been. well liked and who subsequently died. 
Ten days after this, he was admitted here tremulous but the p1,llse-rate was 60. Mild 
depression was ~he main ft;ature and consistent with the story. He became reconciled 
to the loss, as far as possible, and returned to duty after a few days. 

Another private of 19 years with thirteen. months' service was admitteu three weeks 
later through a general hospital where he had been' several days under investigation for 
anxiety. He had' been about ten weeks in the Line with two spells each' of five weeks, 
with three days or so to rest in between in a place only just out of mortar range and far 
from peaceful. He gave a history of "panickiness" during bombardment well controlled 
by himself. There was an average scho~l record, good previous health, personal and 
familial, though there was' general psychological immaturity. Casuill brickl'aying was 
his best job; despite this he was learning to fit into his. unit surprisingly welL He 'was 
sent back in a lower medical category. 

A third private of 30 years,. with eleven years' ~ervice, had been out here eleven weeks. 
employed as a rifleman without rest but got on well enough until .seeing his mate killed 
near him. His condition on admission was one of mild stupor and he was only able 

. to communicate by gesticulation. He was able to give dei:ails of his loss with the. degrees 
of emotion expected .by ether administration. .After four days he was up and about the 
ward helpfully, but 'jumpy at remote gunfire. The earlier history was not good but he 
came from the same setting as most of the unit. Further duties with the B.L.A. were 
impracticable and he was, therefore,. sent to a neurosis centre in U.K. 

A sergeant of 23 ye<\rs, with five years' service, had become irritated easily following 
a near miss four 'weeks before admission: Deafness bad returned since a course of firing 
eighteen months previously but he described this as variable. Full physical investigations 
had been carried out at a previous hospital and no organic lesion ·discovered. He made 
no further mention of deafness during his tere days" rest here and it so happened that 
the.: writer ·attended the said. firing. course and understood it to be nothing exceptional. 
The earlier history was of good scholastic attainment in the .. same city as the unit, he 
attend.ed a technical school for mining during colliery employment which he liked .. He 
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R. F. Fidler. 189 

had always been a very conscientious type and shy, but had married happily and had 
.one child. Out here he had been a Platoon Commander during 5even weeks almost con
tinuous duty and had done very well. His D.C .. had written asking, for him to be retained 
in the unit as instructor and after a short time this was recommended with lowering of . 
medical category. . . . .' 
.' A private of 28 years, with ten years' service, spent mostly in India, on minor Battalion 
tasks, was admitted ·to hospital with pain in the chest and cough. This had followed a 
month Of duties in defensive positions in a forward area. Physical investigation here 
proved negative but he was slightly tremulous. Psychiatric history snowed orphanage 
upbringing and very difficult background generally. Routine brief sedation stopped his 

· tremor, but he was fit only for duties of labouring type and recommended to the unarmed 
section of the Pioneer Corps . 

. Follow-up work is; an obvious necessity in any form of interpretation of" . 
.these findings and this has' been done by correspondence with the unit. I 
received a letter from. the Mortar Platoon Officer who told me he was the 
only officer in his original 'job. He d~scribed how there had been 100 per 
cent turnover in one of the companies and fairly heavy casualties throughout 
the Battalion. Also "the effect on unit morale of' the Padre has been more 
than 'any other single man-he ~~lks about under machine-gun fire as though 
it were an April shower." The Mortar officer went on to say that "the morale 
of the Battalion has never been higher and my own men amaze me." Almost 
at the same time as receiving. this, I met two reinforcements in a nearby 
RfI.,U. They seemed stable m~n and were able to give an account of the. 
severe action of the unit out here during ten weeks. They said that only one 
stretcher-bearer out of the original sixteen was alive .. They also quoted their 
local paper's report as stating that 50 per cent of the personnel were. still of 
local origin. . 

-The next series of half a dozen cases (details omitted for- brevity) show 
similar clinical reactions to stress, but occurred among reinforcements 'owing 
to the heavy surgical c'asualty rate; they give a very average range of different' 
types of psychiatric and social background; none had. sJ::rved with this unit 

· for more than a week .or two before breakdown. It was interesting that these 
"foreigners" mentioned' that they .. felt the tradition ~nd atmosphere of this 
unit despite there being such dilution of personnel. 

During the battles of early spring, 1945, ~ was again seconded to a forward 
Exhaustion Centre; it was then possible to compare two other similarly consti
tuted Battalions .. Both were drawn fro~ single but different sO~.lfces; one 
came. almost entirely from a somewhat notorioHs slum of a very large city and 

· the other from what, in recent years, has become to be known- as a "depressed 
area.:' Bot;h units arrived relatively unseasoned and each produced psychia

° tric casualties to the point· of concern .on the part of the Army itself and the 
· R.A.M.C. We found that adverse factors had had accumulative effect; all the 
soldiers had a similarly unsatisfactory' and psychiatric. background with poor' 
training response and whom no amount of expert leadership would have 
improved to. the point of real usefulness in the field. It was understood that 
all troops had been psychiatrically vetted before D-day but hlrge-scale changes 
had been impracticable. It was quite expected, therefore, before the campaign 
that these units would prove unsatisfactory.' . 

I 10, 
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Study of the performance ~n battle of miscellaneous reinforc~ments in two 
other units homogeneous hIt of better morale 'brought' out the difficulties that 

, even average newcomers found in setding down, many of the casualties appear-' 
ing among these; other reinfoecements were handicapped by having been lightly 
wounded in N ormandyand having spent 'three to, four months in hospital in 

. Great Britain.,' .... 
On visiting "my" unit during the early spring of 1945, I learned that they 

gave reinforcements a month to settle down' as a rule before. considering them 
unadaptable. This Battalion was at the time stationed in a relatively quiet 
isolated sector of the battle zone. There were artificial floods and the general 
conditions were considered even by them "somewhat tr:ying" .bu~ morale was 
still high. It·was explained to me by the fresh C.O: quite spontaneously-that. 
overcoming difficulties of location, travel,. etc., was. "simply a matter of 
psychology. " 

On my return to Great Britain, in August, 1945, I was able to meet one of 
the former C.O.s of this unit in his own city. He is the head of a very old
established steel firm and obviously took a great interest in, his earlier military 
duties, some of his employees having been in this unit. Naturally, the men 
did not all come from as 'good a type:; of factory as the one I visited, but one 
recei.ved some confirmation of the earlier impressions of a very good background. 
A chance meeting with an RAS.C. driver showed me the power of selection in . 
that ·he had been refused entry as a Territorial because of "eyesight" but he 
was good enough for acceptance on 3.939; one heard also from his mate~ of the 
very good local name and exclusiveness in the. best sense of the term; the 
impression received was that the strong local colour is even deeper than the rest 
of that part of the northern country. . . 

Observations of this type can be of no value to the statistically orientated; 
really scientific conclusions would need to be based on' an elaborate system of 
controls that might. never be available.; Such work could only be .done by 
several people with a lot of material; the method use~ here could necessarily 
only be done individually. Earlier reviews, have demonstrated the interplay of 
constitutional and environmental factorll in the production of neuroses; this 
review of a few cases and their setting has, I think, value. The main approach 
here has been im assessment of unit morale in relation to individual morale and ,. , 
subsequent nervous. breakdown. 

, CONCLUSION. 

I think that so far as unit morale is concerned in the production of individual 
neurosis, this unit demonstrates that stability and especially compatibility of 
mates is of great importance under conditions of 'strain in £orward areas; 'a man 
does not honestly relish the idea of facing his former workmates after a break
down that obviously lay in his power to control. Nobody can prevent the 
nervous effects of explosions even in a sound man, especially: when they occur 
on top of the cumulative minor stresses inevitable in overseas service; these, 
however, are minimized in a good unit. 

An individual cannot easily feel psychologically identified witli a unit much 
larger than a Bilttalion; much smaller group identifications, of course, occur at 
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R. F.Fidler 191 

theisametime as part of this nerve strengthening of a Battalion.. Quick,rettain
~ng of lightly wounded after the barest necessary hospital treatment, subsequent 
re-shuffling in such a way as to retUrn men to their own Battalion would prevent 
disruption of good mental atmosphere. These ·reinarks may· sound an impos
sible counsel of perfection but they are in accordance with well-tried principles 
of man-management. ' 

I have been impressed by the !Ieed for psychiatric specialists to have experi
ence ··~t. Battalion level; as a rapid method, the ·trail11Ilg procedure <\escribed in . 
this· paper I found very useful indeed. ' 

I am indebted to Brigadier A. Torrie of A.M.D.ll'for permission to.submit 
these notes.' . 

\ 
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